INTRODUCTION
Corticosteroid Binding Globulin (CBG) may have been intended to give a cradle store of cortisol. Cortisol is, truth be told, traditionally required in times of anxiety, and there are a large group of extraordinary organic components that initiate the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical hub. The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal pivot is a quickly reacting framework, and the organic entity would increase just a little due to a promptly open pool of CBG-bound cortisol. CBG ties progesterone as hard as it does cortisol, and it is hard to imagine the need for having a quickly access pool of this steroid. CBG-bound cortisol is utilized to serve as a store to allow the free cortisol fixation to stay high at locales of aggravation. Corticosteroid tying globulin (CBG) is the significant transport protein for glucocorticoids in plasma of mammalian species, with more than 90% of flowing corticosteroid atoms being bound by this bearer. Corticosteroid Binding Globulin (CBG) is a 55-kDa monomeric glycoprotein that is discharged primarily by the liver, but on the other hand is delivered in the lung, kidney, and testis [1] . CBG imparts little grouping closeness to other steroid bearers, for example, the vitamin D tying protein, sex hormone tying globulin, or α-fetoprotein. Maybe, the protein displays basic homology to individuals from the super group of serine protease inhibitors (Serpins). Like different serpents, CBG can be cut by proteases, affecting conformational changes in tertiary protein structure and repealing the capacity of the transporter to tie steroids. CBG gives a repository of circling protein-bound steroids that are organically dormant, and it controls the measure of free hormones that are accessible for passage into the target tissues. In this work we extraordinarily accentuate on the descriptor choice and added to a various straight mathematical statement for the correct improvement of steroid to work through the corticosteroid tying globulin receptor [2] . In this work our main objective is to develop a 2D QSAR model and exploring the descriptor combination to predict the biological activity of a steroidal molecule (which is not restricting to a particular origin as plant or animal). Here corticosteroid binding globulin receptor affinity is bench as a biological activity because for a single steroid this receptor activation is the prima focus of their mechanism of work. So here, we extract 30 different steroids with corticosteroid binding globulin receptor affinity profile from database and by the application of different QSAR techniques such as Dataset deviation, stepwise regression, FA-MLR (Multiple Linear Regression), partial least square techniques and validate the model using various internal and external validation tools. Finally the developed model is cross validated and calculates the predictive value and make a comparison between observed and predicted data to identify the gap between them. Table 1 . A descriptor speaks to a quantitative property relies on upon the sub-atomic structure. Hypothetical descriptors are worthwhile because of its free from vulnerability of trial estimation and can be ascertained for mixes before combination.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dataset and Descriptor Calculation
Dataset of 30 corticosteroid binding globulin receptor agonist were downloaded from http://crdd.osdd.net. All the Molecules SMILES are moved into .Mol arrange by ACDLABS and structures were improved. Figure the 2D and 3D descriptor utilizing PADEL and ToMoCoMD product. Table 2 was demonstrated the point of interest dataset alongside substance, structure, IC50 quality and pIC50 esteem and Table 1 outcomes some helpful descriptor with clarification.
Descriptor Pretreatment
Removed the interconnected descriptor chose utilizing V-WSP as different cuts of 0.0001and connection coefficient esteems 0.99.
Dataset Division
The dataset was partitioned into Train and Test, utilizing Kennard Stone technique as 21 molecules was in Training set and 9 molecules were in Test set.
Suitable Descriptor Selection
Suitable descriptor determination utilizing Stepwise MLR as F values 3.9 to 4.0. At that point best subset was chosen utilizing 4 descriptor mix and r2 cut off worth 0.6.
The chemometric tool
For the advancement of QSAR mathematical statement two techniques were executed; (1) Stepwise regression (2) multiple linear regressions with component examination as preprocessing variable investigation of variable choice (FA-MLR).
Stepwise Regression A multi step linear equation, a multistep mathematical statement was fabricated. The fundamental technique included: (i) distinguishing a starting model (ii) rehashing the past venture by adjusting descriptor or a variable mix to attain to better F and r2 esteem. (iii) Calibrate the comparison by legitimizing the qualities in the middle of watching and anticipated qualities. The stepwise MLR was performed utilizing factual programming SPSS and it was judged by parameters as clarified change (r2a), connection coefficient (r), standard slip of assessment (s) and difference proportion (F) at a predefined level of opportunity (DF). All acknowledged MLR comparison had relapse level critical at 95 and 99% levels. The created QSAR comparison was approved by forgetting one or LOO system utilizing Minitab programming and distinctive parameters like cross acceptance r2 (q2), standard deviation taking into account press (SPRESS) and standard deviation of mistake of expecting (SDEP) [3] .
FA-MLR
In this situation a last factual apparatus was utilized to build up a QSAR relation, factor examination as an information preprocessing venture to recognize the critical variable to distinguish the essential variables contributing the reaction varies by maintaining a strategic distance from Co straight esteem. The information lattice is initially institutionalized and connection framework and therefore decreased relationship grid. An eigenvalue issue is then tackled and the manufacturing plant example can be acquired from the relating eigenvectors. The principle destinations are to show multidimensional information in space of lower dimensionality with less loss of data (clarifying > 95% of the fluctuation of the information grid) and to concentrate the fundamental highlights behind the information with a definitive objective of translation [4] .
QSAR Equation Development
MLR Plus substantial programming was utilized as a part of the advancement of QSAR mathematical statement, where IC50 was changed over pIC50 esteem [5, 6] .
QSAR Equation Validation
Golbraikh and Tropsha acceptable model criteria's to validate a QSAR Equation 1. Q^2 value is Passed (Threshold value Q^2>0.5). 2. r^2 value is passed (Threshold value r^2>0.6). 3. |r0^2-r'0^2| value is Passed (Threshold value |r0^2-r'0^2|<0.3) [7, 8] .
QSAR Equation Cross Validation
The model was cross validated using Leave-One-Out (LOO) process. Applicability domain of the developed QSAR equation was checked based on the response and chemical structure space in which the QSAR model makes predictions with a given reliability. Euclidean distance and Mahalanobis distance method. The distance of a test compound to its nearest neighbor in the training set is compared to the predefined applicability domain threshold [9, 10] . The leave one out and external validation parameter with and without scaling data was reported at Table: 3-5; which represent that the difference between the r2 and r2adj value is 0.00004 which is less than 0.3 indicates that the number of descriptors involved in the QSAR model is acceptable for prediction the activity profile, F test ratio value 24389.67031 also reflects the greater predictability of the QSAR model. In the LOO result the difference between r2 and q2 (without scaling) is 0.00018 with accessible limit 0.3 which reflect the good predictability of the QSAR model. The rm^2 (test) value for external validation is 0.9935 which must be greater than 0.5 as a good external predictability parameter. For a QSAR model can be considered acceptable if the values of r2m (overall) and r2p are equal to or above 0.5 (or at least near 0.5); in this developed QSAR model r2m is 0.99979 and r2p is 0.99929 [11, 12] . The outcomes from Golbraikh and Tropsha acceptable model was diagrammatized at Table: 6 which represent that Q^2: 0.99928, r^2: 0.99979, |r0^2-r'0^2|:0.0, k: 0.97936, [(r^2-r0^2)/r^2]:0.00004, k': 1.02084, [(r^2-'0^2)/r^2]: 0.00004 which also shown that the predictability of the model is quite high [13] . Applicability domain analyzes data by Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance method was reported at Table: 7-10; which showed that not a single molecule is outside the domain. The comparision data in between observed and predicted biological activity was reported at Table: 11 Comparison Data in between pIC50 observed and pIC50 predicted pIc50 observed pIC50 predicted and graphical representation at Figure 1 , so as per the overlapping data, it is quite clear that all the predicted data are in the area of observed data points and also some data are purely overlapped. Though the model comes with very less number of descriptor combinations, there is less chance of error [14, 15] .
CONCLUSION
Finally, we conclude that in future when a new steroidal molecule will develop to work through the corticosteroid binding receptor; one only optimize the descriptor combinations to predict the activity profile with ease. This QSAR model will work as navigation and it will a boon for future development.
